The Pachamama Alliance is an international organization whose mission is to help create a world that is socially just, environmentally sustainable, and spiritually fulfilling.

The Rochester Area Pachamama Alliance community is dedicated to working collaboratively, building a critical mass of committed global citizens, inspired, motivated, and empowered to develop awareness and resilience throughout the Rochester area.

We offer programs to address issues of climate change (Drawdown Initiative), social justice (racism, democracy, gender circles, and more), and empowering everyone to an engaged and purposeful life. Here are our current offerings:

- **Reversing Global Warming: Introduction to Drawdown** (2-hr program) & **Drawdown Solutions: Getting into Action** (4-session course). We have a growing group of “ambassadors” who are bringing these programs, on request, to groups throughout the region.


- **Seeds of Hope** – monthly gathering to inspire, empower, and equip people to be active agents of a world that is just, sustainable, fulfilling for all.

- **Men and Women Becoming Allies for Each Other** – Listening circles to dismantle the gender inequity that exists within us and between us.

*How to get involved:* Come to one of our events, talk with us about the issues that matter most to you, and consider joining our team. Specific needs include tabling at local events; developing our website, social media presence, newsletter, and database; and connecting to individuals, organizations, and groups interested in offering our programs.

*Contact information:* To learn more about the Pachamama Alliance and the Drawdown Initiative, visit [www.pachamama.org](http://www.pachamama.org) and [https://connect.pachamama.org/drawdown](https://connect.pachamama.org/drawdown)

To learn more about the local Rochester Pachamama Alliance Community contact Sue Staropoli at suestar1@rochester.rr.com or (585) 734-2816.
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